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The District of Tomorrow

The District of Tomorrow is an innovative

research and education center for the built

environment and new energy on the cross-border

business park Avantis in the Netherlands /

Germany. In ‘The District of Tomorrow’, four

building objects are developed, realized,

exhibited, exploited and monitored by students,

researchers and companies.

Picture 1. Overview of The District of Tomorrow with four

innovative sustainable building objects.

BIPV of Tomorrow

The BIPV field tests consist of a 6,000 Wp

installation on ‘Bent to the sun’ and a 10,000 Wp

installation on ‘FlexHouse’. Backside cooling (air /

fluid) and colors are investigated.

The BIPV of Tomorrow project aims at the

acceleration of BIPV realization in the

Netherlands, and is part of the research projects

IMDEP and SmartChain.
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Picture 7: Overview of the two BIPV field tests in The District of Tomorrow.  

Figure 1: Plan of The District of Tomorrow with the weather 

station installed approx. 30 m. west to southwest of the field 

test.

Figure 3 and 4: Top view of field test 1 and field test 3 with indicated 

the 

Picture 2. Field Test 1.

•Orientation 190°, inclination 35°

•4 frames (6.0 x 1.68 m) 

•6 modules 1 x 1.6 m per frame, type Solland Solar

•60 mono-crystalline cells per module, type Sunweb®

•4 strings (6000 Wp, 1440 cells)

•4 inverters type SMA sunnyboy 1200 (1 per string / frame)

Figure 6: Overview of the monitoring installation in field test 2 on 

module level. 

Figure 7 and 8: Visual inspection at 5-minute intervals of the BIPV 

roofs in The District of Tomorrow indicating weather characteristics. 

Field Test 1

Figure 2: Acceleration of BIPV realization by demonstration 

and collaboration (impression by KaODesign.nl).

Picture 5. Field Test 2.

•Orientation 190° , inclination 12°

•10 segments

•4 modules 1 x 1.6 m per segment, type Soltech black mono-

chrystalline modules

•Glass / glass without frame,1647 x 988 mm 

•246 Wp / module – 9840 Wp total

•Solaredge optimizer per module

•Solaredge string inverter

Picture 3. Solland Solar Sunweb

cell applied in Field Test 1.
Figure 3. Overview of field test 1 
with different amounts of backstring
ventilation per string.

Figure 4: Overview of the monitoring installation in field test 1 on 

string level. 

Picture 6. Colored modules. Figure 5. Overview of field test 2 
with different amounts of backstring
ventilation per segment.
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BIPV development

Building Integrated PV (BIPV) is seen as the strategy to realize the EU target of Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB’s), while at

the same time creating an aesthetically
acceptable built environment. 

The success and failure of BIPV products depends on public barriers, institutional barriers, economic barriers, communicational

barriers and technical barriers which are investigated in two field tests in The District of Tomorrow.


